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Virtual Trivia Blast!

When you combine state of the art gaming with our engaging and interactive professional

hosts – you get Virtual Trivia Blast! Virtual Trivia Blast is a full participant, full engagement,
interactive game show, the perfect virtual entertainment break from your virtual meetings
and conferences.

All participants play the game on their apple or android device. With a mix of multiple-
choice, true/false, and fill in the blank trivia questions, the faster players respond correctly,
the more points they earn!

In a fun and energetic battle, participants will be tested in their knowledge of pop culture,
sports, science, history, movies, music, and fashion, pop culture, and more. As participants
attempt to be quickest we encourage the “excuse exchanges” that are inevitable. This fun
banter between participants builds upon the game show feel and adds to the team
camaraderie.

Each player goes to a gaming site to enter the unique pin for their game – this turns your
device into an audience response pad! Our interactive host will welcome the group, 
introduce the game, and explain question types and scoring. Players will choose a name
that will appear on the scoreboard and the main screen when they are the fastest to
respond.

Players then compete in a mix of trivia rounds to earn as many points as possible.  Virtual
Trivia Blast questions are customizable or can be themed.

Clients Talk About this Program
  

I wanted to say a HUGE heartfelt thank you for delivering your Virtual Trivia Blast to our
organization. We were so pleased with the turnout and your host. I felt like everyone got
really into the trivia, it was hard not to. And I definitely learned tons of fun facts about Boston
that I didn’t know before. I couldn’t have asked for a better first virtual PCMA social event,
thank you again!  
Shira - PCMA New England

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/virtual-trivia-blast  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:

  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

30 to 1,000+

Team Size:

N/A

Program Length:

60 to 75 minutes

Space Requirement

N/A

Setting:

Indoor

Physicality:

  What's Included?
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